
OSWALD AS RED 

BOX 9, FOLC ER 4 

2. SAC, Dallias to Director 11/30/’63 105-82555-432 Report from interview w/ 

Pauline Virg nia Bates. .. .who LHO brought his notes on his experiences in Russia 

to her to tage. She reported to FBI that Oswald was very critical of Russia in the 

material she typed. .. 

3. As stated in Original Sheet (attached) 4. As stated in original sheet. Shanklin, 

SAC, Dallas on 11/24 ...What did FBI have on Oswald association w/Fair Play 

Cuba... .”We must get every thing possible showing his association with Fair Play 

for Cuba. Were did this instruction originate? With Hoover (via Johnson or CIA?) 

5 & 6 as stated (p aad li Webra suiting 

6A Page from P.D. Scott... .(9/11, JFK, and War). Is that the title? Point he makes 

is note 27. (lA release via DRE that Oswald was a Red... .*** use in a footnote to 

effect*** 

11. CIA’s Laiusa again peddling CIA (see 6a above) stratagem of tying Oswald the 

alleged assassin as a CP and Castro supporter via Lanusa. . .In this case Daniel 

James, Exec itive Secretary for a Free Cuba” notes that the only info in his files on 

Oswald came from Lanusa**** 

13. Deloack note that he had info that Oswald wanted Abt as his lawyer. . 

-11/23/'63 .. ABT was a commie symp as far as FBI was concerned... 
a 

14. *** Wa inall to Sullivan 11/25/’63 62-109060-1725 (Section 22) Here we 

have again Lanusa working the field to depict Oswald as a Communist in league 

with Castro. .. .Lanusa says that his info on Oswald from a friend and that friend 

and that friend was CIA... .Laid in from James (Sec. for Citizen’s Committee for a 

Free Cuba” ‘hat he was contacted on 11/22 by Andrew St. George, “Life” 

photograph2r ...who revealed story of Castro in threatened to retaliate against 

CIA attacks wn his life by responding in kind against U.S. Ambassadors. . .***
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15. The Priscilla Johnson piece on Oswald 11/24/’63 tying LHO as “fanatic” as 
backdrop to his assassination of JFK w/ accompanying FBI cover memo .. POINT: 
CLEALRY A SOORDINATED EFFORT OVER ASSASSINATION WEEKEND TO DEPICT 

OSWALD AS A COMMIE TIED TO CASTRO... (CIA ORCHESTRATED TO BE SURE. 

16. Golitsyr note. .. no documentation 

17. *** Abt (attorney for USCP) notes FBI that Johnson (Legislative Secretary for 
the Communist Party) wanted Abt to relate to FBI that he had correspondence 
from Oswald and wanted to release this to the FBI. . .Moore to Sullivan, 12/2/’63 
62-109060-\IR (section 17) 

19. Long FB document on interview with Donovan. . .useful for his reading of 
Oswald... ~nd character. 

20. McVicker 11/23/63 105-82555-(NR). .. Dupe in another folder. . He places 
Oswald w/other defectors like Robert Edward Webster (part of false defector 
rogram). . .McVicker said that Oswald during his visit spoke “as a trained 
communist as he “repeated the party line”... .P. 2 interesting point | had missed 
before whele he notes Priscilla Johnson’s piece on Oswald and McVicker took it 
upon himse f to notify a Mr. Owen on the Soviet Desk, Dept. of State, where 
Priscilla Johnson currently staying (Brattle Inn, Cambridge, Mass.) so she could 
furnish him ier recollections of Oswald. How helpful can one get. . .**** 

24. FBI document that provides a pretty clear idea of the hysteria re: over 
communism afoot in USA. .. .It’9s a question of climate 

26. Rosen to Belmont 11/23/63 105-82555-195 associate w/ 20 above. . .Notes 
WFO to have: interview with McVicker. .. .and did FBI come calling??? This was 
11/23... .when did FBI call off Oswald as a commie asset, etc... 

27. Read docs from CIA sources in New Orleans who were pushing Oswald as Red 
on 26, 27, ard 29the of November ’63...
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30. Is a copy of my chapter from BOT on Chpt. 12 Who Was Oswald. . . .| may 

have mater al here | could use. . . 

Attached: Piece by Kelin on releases on Oswald etc. . .presented by Martin 

Shackelforc ... good stuff but not documented. . .Review***


